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Thursday 12th June 

 

9:30-10:00   Registration 

10:00-10.15  Welcome 

10:15-11:45  Parallel Panels 

 

Back to the Beginning 

Chair: Linda Ledford-Miller 

 

Sylvia Brown— “From Amatory Fiction to 

Sensation Fiction: The Patchwork 

Affair of Aphra Behn’s ‘The History 

of the Nun, or The Fair Vow 

Breaker’ and Mary Elizabeth 

Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret” 

Christopher Pittard—“Catherine Louisa 

Pirkis and the Victorian Question of 

the Animal” 

Stacey Margolis— “The Mistaken 

Detective: Anna Katharine Green 

and the Rise of Naturalism” 

 

The One and Only 

Chair: Kim Maslin 

 

Stuart Barnett—“Ideology, Class and the Challenge 

of Bi-Textuality in Agatha Christie’s Dead 

Man’s Folly”  

Fred Porcheddu— “The Surrogate Impulse in 

Agatha Christie’s Nemesis” 

Amrita Bandopadhyay— “’Whilst I seem to you 

idle, I am reflecting’: Domesticity, 

Introspection and Resolution in Agatha 

Christie’s Crime Fiction” 

 

11:45-12:00 Tea break 

12:00-1:30 

Keynote Speaker: Val McDermid 

“Travelling in the Realms of Gold: Why Tradition Matters” 

 

1:30-2:30 Lunch 

2:30-4:00 Parallel Panels 
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Inheritance 

Chair: TBC 

 

Maria Vara— “Queens of Crime in ‘the 

Second Degree’” 

Jennifer Schnabel—“The Influence of 

Fathers on Female Detectives in the 

Works of Anna Katherine Green” 

Margaret Kinsman—“‘Gabriella’s Voice 

Returned’: Paretsky’s V.I. 

Warshawski Thinks Back through 

her Mother’” 

 

Men and Women and Detection 

Chair: Karen Seago 

 

Emma Grundy Haigh— "The Secret Agency of 

Partnership in Helen MacInnes’s Above 

Suspicion” 

Erin Horakova—“Epithalamion: Dangerous 

Domesticity in the Wimsey Series” 

4:00-4:30 Tea break 

4:30-6:00 Parallel Panels 

 

Refiguring the Golden Age 

Chair: Erin Horakova 

 

John Curran— “Gone and Undeservedly 

Forgotten: Three Queens of Crime” 

Margaret Wiedemann Hunt—“Sayers’s 

Work in Progress: ‘The Unsolved 

Puzzle of the Man With No Face’”  

Jane Custance Baker—“Stitched Up: How 

Queens of Crime used Tweed to 

Express a New Masculinity between 

the Wars” 

Violence, Grotesque, and Interpretation  

Chair: Joanna Stolarek 

 

Cathrine Avery—“Violence as an Expression of 

Female Identity in the Hard-Boiled 

Detective Novel”  

Pamela Burger—“Reading People's Pain: The 

Pleasure of Violence in Women's Crime 

Fiction” 

María José Álvarez Maurín—“The Girl Who 

Tattooed the Nordic Neo-noir: Goth, 

Cyberpunk and Sleuth” 

 

6:30  Conference dinner 
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Friday 13th June 

10:00-11:30  Parallel Panels 

 

 

Gender & Criminality 

Chair: Uros Tomic 

 

Ritu Pareek—“Crime as 

Retribution in Angela 

Carter’s Short Stories” 

Maysaa Jaber—“Rereading 

the Femme Fatale: The 

Battle over Agency in 

Mildred Pierce” 

Karen Seago— “‘Philip 

Marlowe in Drag?’ – The 

Construct of the Hard-

Boiled Detective in 

Feminist Appropriation and 

in Translation” 

 

Rewriting 

Chair: Jamie Bernthal 

 

Isabell Grosse— “Toppling the 

Golden Age Queens of 

Crime from their Throne – 

L.C. Tyler’s Parodies of 

Agatha Christie” 

Mary Kilcline Cody—“Re-

writing and Re-

appropriating the Past: The 

Letter, W. Somerset 

Maugham and Me” 

Brittain Bright—“’When things 

get a little abnormal’: 

Gladys Mitchell and the 

Rejection of Genre” 

 

Femininity in 

Contemporary 

Detective Fiction 

Chair: Linda Stratmann 

 

Smita Verghese—

“What’s Cooking 

Today?: Discovering 

the Recipe of 

Detective Fiction”  

Donna Fletcher Crow—

“Creating Heroic 

Heroines, or, The 

Joys of Starch in the 

Backbone” 

Linda Ledford-Miller—

“Gender Roles In 

Death: J.D. Robb’s 

Detective Series” 

 

11:30-11:45  Tea break 

11:45–1.15 

Keynote Speaker: Dr Lee Horsley 

"Dangerous Women: The Protagonists of Psychological Noir, 1945-2014" 

 

1:15-2:15  Lunch 

2:15-4:15 Parallel Panels 
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New Boundaries, New Possiblities 

Chair: Michal Moskow 

Ayo Onatade— “Who Wears the Crown - 

Contenders for the Crown of Queens 

of Crime” 

Giorgia Alcini—“Gianna Baltaro. The 

Pedimontese Agatha Christie” 

Hend Alsudairy—“The Crime of the Elite: 

Saja Visit” 

Karen Ferreira-Meyers— “African Queens of 

Crime Writing” 

Translation and Appropriation 

Chair: Brittain Bright 

Uros Tomic— “Guilty Sins of the 

Bourgeoisie: Ruth Rendell in French 

Cinema”  

Lindsey Seatter—“Replacing John with 

Joan: An Exploration of a Rising 

‘Queen of Crime’” 

Chrissie Poulter—“’Always sweep in the 

corners!’ : The Removal of Domestic 

Clues and the Domestic Class in 

Agatha Christie's Poirot “ 

Joanna Stolarek—“Between Suspense and 

Psychological Thriller: The 

Examination of Criminal Intrigue, the 

Psychology of Guilt and Abnormal 

Human Behaviour in Patricia 

Highsmith’s Strangers on a Train and 

The Ripliad“ 

 

4:15-4:30 Tea break 

4:30-6:00 Parallel Panels 

 

Reading and Writing Women 

Chair: Margaret Kinsman 

Danuta Reah— “Feminist Readings in Crime 

Fiction” 

Kimberly Maslin—“Writing a Woman 

Detective, Re-inventing a Genre: 

Carolyn Heilbrun” 

Alison Joseph— “Can a fictional detective 

ever be wrong? Faith, Doubt and 

Resolution in the Sister Agnes Series” 

 

Writing the Past 

Chair: Donna Fletcher Crow 

Linda Stratmann—“Fact and/or Fiction?” 

Mirandi Riwoe—“The Female Sleuth: 

Representations of 19
th
 Century and 

Contemporary Female Sleuths from a Neo-

Victorian Perspective” 

Michal Moskow—“The Queen’s Mothers: Sara 

Paretsky’s V.I., Gabriella, Lotty and 

Narrating the Holocaust” 

 

6:00 Closing remarks 

6:30 Writers’ panel discussion with Jessica Mann, Kate Rhodes, and Alanna Knight 
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Keynote Speaker 

 

Val McDermid 

best-selling crime writer 

 

Award-winning crime writer Val McDermid is a Number One bestseller, translated into 

more than 30 languages, with over two million copies sold in the UK and over 10 

million worldwide. She has written 27 bestselling novels; The Skeleton Road -  her 28
th
 – 

will be published by Little, Brown on 11 September 2014. A regular broadcaster with BBC 

Radio, Val’s five-part Woman's Hour drama Village SOS was broadcast on BBC Radio 4, 

and in 2011 Val also presented BBC Radio 4 serial The Chalet School, in which she talked 

about how the series of books inspired her education and career.  She regularly presents 

Pick of the Week on BBC Radio 4, has fronted several features for BBC Two’s The 

Culture Show and is also a supporter of the Million for a Morgue campaign, which aims 

to build a world class morgue that will be named after one of the crime writers involved. 

 

Val’s keynote presentation is entitled “Travelling in the Realms of Gold: Why Tradition 

Matters.” It concerns Queens of Crime – such as Agatha Christie, Josephine Tey, Ruth 

Rendell, Barbara Wilson and Sara Paretsky – as influencers and validators of women 

writing in the crime genre. 
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Keynote Speaker 

 

Dr Lee Horsley 

Lancaster University 

 

Lee Horsley has written or edited numerous articles and books on crime fiction. The Noir 

Thriller (2001, reissued in paperback in 2009) ranges from pulp thrillers of the 1920s to 

neo-noir films and cyberpunk. Twentieth-Century Crime Fiction (OUP, 2005) is a study 

of the main sub-genres of crime fiction from the days of Sherlock Holmes to the present. 

Lee is also co-editor, with Charles Rzepka, of The Blackwell Companion to Crime 

Fiction (Wiley-Blackwell, 2010). In 2011, she retired from Lancaster University, where she 

was a Reader in Literature and Culture and had taught for nearly forty years. From 2001 

on, her teaching included two specialist courses on crime fiction and film. 

 

Lee’s talk, “Dangerous Women: The Protagonists of Psychological Noir, 1945-2014,” will 

sketch in the very early stages of a project that she hopes to turn into a book proposal. It 

is often assumed that crime fiction provides a somewhat limited range of iconic female 

figures: the femme fatale, the victim, the tough female detective created when feminist 

investigative crime fiction started “talking back to the genre”.  “Dangerous Women” will 

argue that women crime writers, from the 1940s on, have not, in fact, been limited in 

this way. The aim of the paper is to provide an introductory overview that conveys 

something of the variety and complexity of the female protagonists whose consciousness 

dominates the narratives of psychological noir. 
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Evening Event 

 

A writers’ panel discussion 

 

Alanna Knight MBE has had published more than 

seventy books in all genres since her first award winning 

novel in 1969.  Best known for her historical  crime 

novels, true crime and non-fiction titles on R L Stevenson,  

numerous short stories, stage and radio plays. She lives in 

Edinburgh, a member of the Crime Writers’ Association, 

founder member and Hon. President of the Scottish 

Association of Writers and the Ediburgh Writers’ Club. 

Her MBE was awarded in 2013 for services to literature. 

 

Jessica Mann is the author of 21 crime novels and 4 non-

fiction books, including Deadlier Than The Male: A Study of 

Women Crime Writers and The Fifties Mystique, a polemical 

memoir of pre-women’s lib Britain. Reviews of her most 

recent novel, Dead Woman Walking, featuring Dr Fidelis 

Berlin, have called it  a “novel of ideas, about feminism, 

family and literature” and also “enthralling, engaging and 

hugely entertaining”. Jessica has been writing about 

independent  women since the 1970s,  when her publisher 

complained that her books were “too feminist”. 
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Jessica has degrees in Archaeology and Anglo Saxon (Cambridge) and Law (Leicester). 

She is the crime fiction critic of The Literary Review, and has written a widely publicised 

polemic about crime fiction’s increasingly sadistic treatment of young women victims. 

 

 

Kate Rhodes was born in London, now living in 

Cambridge. She published two volumes of poetry 

before starting to write the Alice Quentin crime 

series, published by Mulholland. The first novel, 

Crossbones Yard, received critical acclaim when it 

was published in 2012. The second book in the 

series A Killing of Angels was published in 2013, 

and The Winter Foundlings is due for publication 

in August 2014. Kate won the Ruth Rendell prize 

in 2014. 
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Abstracts 

 

Giorgia Alcini (Università La Sapienza) 

Gianna Baltaro: The Pedimontese Agatha Christie 

Gianna Baltaro was an Italian journalist and writer of eighteen crime books set in Turin 

during the Fascist regime. The protagonist of her stories is the retired commissioner 

Martini, who often helps his former colleagues whenever they need his experience. 

Despite being known as the “Piedimontese Agatha Christie”, her works haven’t received 

the recognition they deserve; the aim of this paper is to analyze Baltaro’s books, by 

answering those questions:  

 

1. How does the author narrate the Fascist period? 

2. Does this series follow the canonical crime books criteria and how does it 

integrate into the Italian school of crime fiction?  

3. How are the characters, both males and females, depicted? Are they 

stereotyped?   

 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Una certa sera d'inverno (1999) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Ritorno dal passato (1999) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Mentre scendeva il buio (2000) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Segreti di famiglia (2001) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Uno strano cliente (2002) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Poker di donne (2002) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

I problemi della signora Pich (2003) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Pensione Tersicore (2003) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Nelle nebbie del Gambero d'Oro (2004) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Una donna chiamata Bonbon (2004) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Quel maledetto giorno di carnevale (2005) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Ore 10, Porta Nuova (2005) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

L'uomo dal soprabito grigio (2006) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Il mistero di Linda (2007) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

L'altra riva del lago (2007) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Qualcuno a mezzanotte (2008) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Due gocce di sangue blu (2008) Edizioni Angolo Manzoni 

Delitti di prima classe (2008) Edizioni Angolo Manzon 
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Hend Alsudairy (Princess Norah University) 

The  Crime of the Elite 

Saja visit is a Saudi novel; it explores the traditional upper-class Saudi extended 

family’s relationships. The crime that takes place in the current of the events is not the 

centre or goal of the novel. The concern is its reflection and consequences on each 

character acting in this family drama. The crime is used to reveal the struggle, the 

murder of the individual’s ability to live as he/she desires. This paper will focus on 

women’s struggle to be and how a hideous incident as the crime can shed light on the 

hidden silent accepted social crimes. 

 

 

Cathrine Avery (Oaklands College) 

Violence as an Expression of Female Identity in the Hard-Boiled Detective Novel 

My focus is the use of violence as an expression of female identity in hard-boiled 

detective novels written by women. The incorporation of violence has been 

persistently identified as ‘problematic’ in relation to feminist writers. The root of the 

‘problem’ lies in the way in which violence has been deployed by the earlier male 

authored texts both as a form of physical aggression and an expression of symbolic 

power which can endow subject status or agency. The significance of violence as an 

expression of power or potency, which is gender specific, is plainly evident in the 

work of male writers such as Mickey Spillane. This gender specificity of violence is 

clearly something that women writers of the form must engage with if they are to 

take for themselves the agency that violence generates, particularly as much of the 

original male violence is misogynistic in nature. Through an examination of different 

authors (Dunant, Grafton, Barnes) I consider the ways in which women writers have 

deployed the formulaic violence in what I consider to be varying degrees of success. 

In particular successful writers re-vision the status of the victim by removing the 

spectacle of violence and establish female detectives who are capable of brutality in 

the defence of themselves and others. This does not allow an easy site of 

identification for the reader, but rather forces them to negotiate the image of women 

using violence as an access to power, establishing a re-working of the genre in terms 

of gender and subjectivity. These writers do not attempt to replicate the male 

detective’s desire for control, seen in Spillane. Rather they open up to question the 

way violence gives and takes away control and as part of a re-visioning of violence 

remove its potency and reveal its practices.  
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Amrita Bandopadhyay (Jadavpur University) 

“Whilst I seem to you idle, I am reflecting”: Domesticity, introspection and resolution 

in Agatha Christie’s crime fiction 

 

Agatha Christie’s works create a fictional world where criminality located in private 

spheres that include mostly families and occasionally institutions such as offices and 

schools. The thrust of her works almost always remain in domesticity. The central 

themes of guilt, deception and resolution in her works revolve around private worlds 

and domestic structures not simply in terms of the physical space but also the 

psychological and mental space. Each individual novel is constructed around the 

private mechanisms of the human mind and interpersonal relationships which are 

then externalized through personal and domestic items such as furniture, utensils, on 

the one hand, and sensual expressions of smell, sight and touch on the other.  

If criminality is firmly located in the domestic experience, a clean resolution of the 

crime is necessary for a closure. There should be no loose ends and every question 

must be answered and every mystery resolved. Interestingly, the role of the police is 

relegated to a marginal assistant at best. This raises an interesting question on the 

purpose of the resolution of crimes in the narrative. Is it only to serve justice or to 

discover and uphold the truth? Moreover, does the pursuit of truth compromise the 

resolution? Also what if domesticity compromises a neat resolution? While the justice 

is often taken for granted, it is the “truth” of a crime that acquires greater importance 

in the narrative.  

My paper would seek to explore the ways in which the “truth” of a crime is shaped 

through domesticity, how it is perceived, discovered and established by the private 

detective (Hercule Poirot) and the amateur sleuth (Miss Marple) and how it may 

adversely affect the resolution. It would also look at how the characterization of the 

detective and the sleuth is associated with questions of truth, morality and the 

restoration of order and the ways in which the methods of resolution relies on the 

powers of feminized introspection, personal associations  and observations rather 

than externalities. 
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Stuart Barnett (Central Connecticut State University) 

Ideology, Class and the Challenge of Bi-Textuality in Agatha Christie’s Dead Man’s 

Folly 

 

The work of Shakespeare—apparently, the second best-selling writer—has attracted 

the work of countless scholars out to demonstrate the ideologically subversive (or 

ambivalent) character of his texts. And this, despite the fact that Shakespeare clearly 

functions in a sociological sense as a Bourdieuian marker of class distinction. 

Meanwhile, the work of Agatha Christie seems to remain so resolutely middlebrow 

that academics otherwise committed to the study of popular culture and the 

ideological use and appropriation of culture are loath to admit it is worthy of any 

analysis. Most passing commentary reaffirms the “cosy” and “comfortable” 

conservatism of Christie, as if her writings were so monolithic and imperturbably one-

dimensional that no amount of ideology critique could dislodge the conservatism 

from them. Part of the reason for this, I will argue, is that Christie’s texts are never 

one. They are ideologically bi-textual; they permit (indeed, almost encourage) 

ideologically conflicted readings.  

 I will bring these ideas to bear upon a reading of Christie’s Dead Man’s Folly. 

This novel would seem to be a prime example of the innate conservatism of Christie. 

It appears to couple a glorification of the landed gentry with condescension towards 

both the nouveau riche and the laboring classes. The novel presents Amy Folliat as the 

last representative of an old landed family line who is venerated by all in the area as 

being of the right social class. This is in contrast to George Stubbs, who has made his 

money in the City and who has pretentiously bestowed upon himself the title of “Sir.” 

While few find him admirable in the novel, there is a general consensus that it is 

better for Nasse House to be purchased by someone who will use it as a home than 

for it to be re-purposed as something institutional. The novel therefore would seem 

to be a nostalgic apologia for a declining and yet still lingeringly powerful ruling elite. 

Despite such appearances, this is only a resistance to the bi-textuality of the text.  

 It is only when one re-reads the entire novel with the solution in mind, 

however, that an entirely different ideological dimension reveals itself. Morally 

responsible for the deaths is Amy Folliat, who contrived to get her last surviving son 

married to the simple (yet wealthy by way of inheritance) Hattie. That her son is 

underserving of such scheming is underscored by the revelation that he was a deserter 

in World War II. He agrees with the plan insofar as it brings money to him. As soon 

as he is married, though, he kills Hattie and replaces her with the woman he married 

in Italy. The others killed are ironically members of a family that has long been 

dependent upon the Folliats economically. In this way, James Folliat utterly violates 

the sense of noblesse oblige that served as the ideological excuse for the economic 

inequality that permitted the landed classes to exist. Thus the plot uncovered is that of 

a desparate and pathetic attempt by the last representatives of the landed class to 

hold on to both their economic and symbolic privilege. 
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 The novel ultimately reveals a remorseless judgment that the landed gentry has 

lost all right to own the houses and property that they do. This is all the more 

remarkable as the time in which the novel was written (the mid-1950s) was the height 

of the destruction and demolition of the estate houses of England. (Indeed, 1955—the 

year before the publication of the Dead Man’s Folly—is taken to be the highpoint of 

the destruction, as 38 estate houses in that year alone were destroyed.) If there was 

ever a moment to feel empathy and nostalgia for the estate house and the landed 

classes, that was no doubt it. Yet Christie is pitiless in revealing the moral bankruptcy 

of this class; she reveals how it is precisely the myth of noblisse oblige that makes this 

politically and morally untenable situation possible. And rather than provide us with 

ready-made solutions, she requires us to do the reading necessary to realize what was 

always already there—the counter-hegemonic contained within the very heart of the 

hegemonic. 

 

 

Sylvia Brown (Denison University) 

From Amatory Fiction to Sensation Fiction: The Patchwork Affair of Aphra Behn’s 

“The History of the Nun, or The Fair Vow Breaker” and Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s 

Lady Audley’s Secret 

This paper explores suggestive parallels between the works of two vintage queens of 

crime, specifically Aphra Behn’s 1688 novella “The History of the Nun, or the Fair 

Vow-Breaker” and Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s 1862 novel Lady Audley’s Secret.  I 

argue that Behn’s and Braddon’s stories embody multiple forms of bigamy -- literal 

and figurative -- that constitute a kind of patchwork of tensions or contradictions 

within novelistic writing. Ultimately, I suggest that their plots revolving around 

bigamy might be usefully perceived as an allegory of recurring tendencies in the 

discursive construction of the novel. 
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Pamela Burger (City University of New York) 

Reading People's Pain: The Pleasure of Violence in Women's Crime Fiction 

 

Last September, Ann Cleeves, speaking to The Observer, criticized what she viewed as 

a growing trend towards sexual violence in crime fiction, particularly in detective 

novels emerging from Scandinavia. Cleeves perfectly articulates the strange position 

for female fans of crime fiction: "I don't enjoy reading about people's pain. I tend to 

put myself in that position and it's not somewhere I want to be."  Although most 

readers deny pleasure in consuming narratives of pain, the popularity of 

sexual  violence in the global literary market belies such enjoyment. This paper 

questions how crime fiction readers, so many of whom are women, find pleasure in 

such disturbing content even as they deplore its message. 

 To answer this question, I examine how internationally successful novels by 

women that feature women detectives dramatize the complex process of 

identification between reader and victim.  Patricia Cornwell’s Kay Scarpetta, Asa 

Larsson’s Rebeka Marinsson, and Val McDermid's Carol Jordan identify with the 

female victims whose crimes they investigate, just as they, and the reader, are often 

made aware of their own potential victim-status.  At the same time, the “detective” is 

a stabilizing figure who must remain intact as she discovers the culprit and escapes 

from danger unharmed. Despite expressing empathy for the victims, these detectives 

always maintain the emotional distance that their professions mandate. Their 

relationships to the victims reflect the reader’s identification process: when reading 

about the violated woman, one might be able to identify with that victim while 

simultaneously differentiating oneself from this other, this abject body who suffers 

while the reader remains comfortably positioned as a safe witness.  The reader, 

following the female investigator-protagonist, is thus able to identify with the victim 

up to a point, but ultimately takes pleasure in the final disavowal of victim status that 

arrives at the conclusion of the mystery. By delving into this split system of 

identification, this paper aims to explain why women readers so often place 

themselves in the horrifying position of “reading someone else’s pain.” 
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John Curran 

Gone and Undeservedly Forgotten: Three Queens of Crime 

 

My paper will consider three largely forgotten Crime Queens: Dorothy Bowers, 

Christianna Brand and Helen McCloy. Their output, over half-a-century beginning in 

1938/39, illustrates the development of detective fiction from the close of the Golden 

Age. 

 Dorothy Bowers (1903-1948) published only five detective novels, all of them 

distinguished by above-average writing and characterisation, before a tragically early 

death. But during her short career she was favourably compared to her great 

namesake, was inducted into the prestigious Detection Club and wrote, in the opinion 

of the Times, ‘the best mystery of 1941’, Fear and Miss Betony. 

 Although Christianna Brand (1907-1988) published ‘straight’ novels, historical 

novels, true crime and books for children, it was with her detective fiction that she 

achieved prominence; a prominence that, sadly, declines with each passing year. I will 

consider, in her own words, the ‘eight detective stories of which I can say that I am 

really proud’, the best known of which, Green for Danger (1945), is, I contend, a ‘first 

among equals’. 

 Helen McCloy (1904-1994) was co-founder and first female President of the 

Mystery Writers of America and the author of 28 novels and two short-story 

collections, all of them distinguished by an emphasis on the psychological element in 

crime detection. Her creation, Dr. Basil Willing is an early example of the forensic 

psychiatrist and his investigations, as well as her stand-alone novels, also explored 

ideas from the worlds of the supernatural and science-fiction.  
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Jane Custance Baker (Goldsmiths, University of London) 

Stitched Up - How Queens of Crime Used Tweed to Express a New Masculinity 

Between the Wars 

 

‘Iris did not like the professor’s face, but his Harris-tweed back was British and 

reassuring.’ The Wheel Spins (1936) by Ethel Lina White 

This paper will explore the relationship between tweed and national identity in 

female-authored English detective fiction written between World Wars I and 

II.  Building on Alison Light’s Forever England: Femininity, Literature and 

Conservatism Between the Wars (1991) and Christopher Breward in the Englishness of 

English Dress, (2002) I will track how female writers used tweed to fabricate a 

particular type of British masculinity abroad.  I will also show how foreign 

masculinity, deemed too loud or too effeminate, was expressed in the tweed in which 

the authors clad ‘the other’.   

 I will also consider how these queens of crime differed from male writers in 

constructing and helping the reader to imagine a changing masculinity.  This could 

embody both domesticity and Englishness and, as a second war approached, 

Britishness and humorous competence, at variance with the perceived marshal 

masculinity of the German foe. Tweed, I will argue, could denote both Britishness and 

Englishness – the perfect role performance cloth. 
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Brittain Bright (Goldsmiths, University of London) 

“When things get a little abnormal”: Gladys Mitchell and the Rejection of Genre 

 

Gladys Mitchell, though an extraordinarily prolific author of crime fiction from the 

1920s to the 1980s, is little known today.  I believe one reason for the neglect of her 

fascinating body of work is its rejection of the detective-novel formula.  Because 

Mitchell did not depend on her writing for a living, keeping her job as a teacher until 

she reached retirement age, and because she had a reliable relationship with her 

publisher, she was able to write experimentally throughout her career.  Her novels are 

variously considered examples of “fascinating unpredictability” or “bland indifference 

to consistency”.  Unlike her contemporaries, she does not regard the detective form as 

one to be venerated, or rejuvenated; rather, she is more interested in using that form 

to explore abnormality in a manner reminiscent of the father of the modern detective 

story, Edgar Allen Poe. 

 Mitchell’s earliest works conform to some of the Golden Age structures, though 

they interpret them radically on occasion, but increasingly she seems less interested in 

resolution and more engaged with the exposition of psychological questions.  Her 

psychoanalyst heroine, Mrs. Bradley, one of the first female professionals in detective 

fiction, appears both as a freelance amateur detective and as a consultant to the 

Home Office.  Throughout her career, she explores village murders and serial killings, 

but she also moonlights in pagan rituals and knife-throwing competitions as part of 

her investigations.  Both Mrs. Bradley, a horrifyingly saurian old woman, and Mitchell 

refuse to be confined by generic expectations.  My presentation explores the author’s, 

and the heroine’s, embrace of “abnormality”, and their consequent, largely 

unrecognized, contributions to the crime genre. 

 

Karen Ferreira-Meyers (University of Swaziland; University of 

Johannesburg) 

African Queens of Crime Writing 

More and more female authors of African crime writing are being published today. 

This is definitely the case in South Africa. In most of their crime novels, women play a 

centre role, women detectives, women crime profilers, etc. One of the most prolific 

female crime writers in South Africa, Margie Orford thus portrays her African Queen, 

Dr. Clare Hart. She is not alone, other crime authors are women and show off strong 

African crime queens: for example, Joanne Hichens, Jassy Mackenzie, HJ Golakia, and 

Angela Makholwa are just some of the authors depicting female main characters in 

the context of post-colonial South Africa. In this paper, I seek to analyse their 

situation, compared to their male counterparts, their importance and the 

contributions they can make to the genre. Although Clare Hart, the protagonist of 
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Margie Orford, finds perpetuate a number of male stereotypes: she is an important 

precursor of the wider integration of women detectives, police officers, lawyers, etc.  

If time allows I may also want to compare the situation of the woman detective in 

Anglophone and Francophone African literature. 

 The paper will examine in more detail the usefulness of the feminist vision that 

offers masculinity and femininity as opposites. This awareness illuminates the close 

association between masculinity and power in modern Western culture. One way to 

transcend dichotomous thinking about sex is to move from an analysis of femininity 

and masculinity (singular), relationally defined and historically contextualised in an 

analysis of masculinities and femininities (plural). In conclusion, some African crime 

fiction can still be considered part of the "dominant fiction" of masculine identity (Kaja 

Silverman) in which the social and ideological formation of masculinity involves a 

repudiation of the absence or the deficiency of male subjectivity and the projection of 

the abject otherness of women and other feminised people. But there may be light at 

the end of the tunnel … 

 

Donna Fletcher Crow 

Creating Heroic Heroines, or, The Joys of Starch in The Backbone 

 

Emma Woodhouse and Harriet Vane helped their creators earn their positions as 

Queens of Crime by their strength as characters, following their own determinations 

(even if wrong-headedly), being willing to grow and develop in their life view and 

insisting on acting rather than being acted upon. 

 We will consider first of all, Jane Austen’s right to be called a Queen of Crime 

because of the structure of Emma which, as any mystery novel, has a puzzle (or 

several puzzles) at its heart. Then we will look at both Austen’s and Sayers’s literary 

greatness through their wit, their innovation and their strong heroines. We will see 

Emma’s and Harriet’s strength makes them worthy of the title Queens of Crime as 

well as their creators. 

 In conclusion, the author will use an example from her own experience as a 

mystery writer in discovering that a strong heroine who thinks for herself works best 

in fiction as well as in life. 
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Isabell Große (Leipzig University) 

Toppling the Golden Age Queens of Crime from their Throne – L.C. Tyler’s Parodies 

of Agatha Christie 

 

In Peter Ackroyd’s novel English Music (1992) a fictional Daniel Defoe explains that 

“[you] honour your father by imitating him, just as we honour an author by the same 

means”
1
. This particular view on imitation resembles Marcel Proust’s thought that 

pastiche represents one of the primary means of writers to liberate themselves from 

their literary predecessors. Since its emergence as a distinct genre in the 19
th
 century, 

the formulaic nature of detective fiction has turned the genre into the subject of 

countless pastiches and parodies. Nonetheless, its various forms are enjoying an 

enormous longevity and popularity as contemporary writers from diverse countries 

appropriate elements from previous detective stories or novels, rearrange them and, 

thereby, create new variations of existing structures and themes.  Yet, in how far do 

21
st
-century authors still reflect upon the history of detective fiction and the decisive 

impact that the Queens of Crime had on it in the previous century? 

 In his second novel, Ten Little Herrings (2009), the British writer L.C. Tyler has 

one of his characters utter the following sentence: “(. . .) I am the Queen of Amateur 

Detectives. Eat your heart out Jane-sodding-Marple.”
2
 It is with these words that the 

dogged literary agent Elsie Thirkettle urges the obscure writer Ethelred Hengist 

Tressider to continue a ‘real’ murder investigation in which they have become 

involved. While Elsie Thirkettle only attempts to seize the throne from Jane Marple, I 

am going to argue in my paper that L.C. Tyler represents one of the male descendants 

of the Golden Age Queens of Crime who consciously appropriate, parody and 

revaluate traditional whodunits. By providing a detailed analysis of the first Elsie and 

Ethelred mystery, The Herring Seller’s Apprentice, I intend to illustrate how Tyler 

simultaneously parodies eminent writers like Agatha Christie, explores the 

characteristics of detective writers, and reflects upon the contemporary production, 

distribution and reception of such novels.   

  

                                                           
1
 Peter Ackroyd, English Music. (London: Hamilton, 1992) 167.  

2
 L.C. Tyler, Ten Little Herrings. (Lodnon: Pan Macmillan, 2009) 189.  
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Emma Grundy Haigh (Goldsmiths, University of London) 

Marital Politics: The Secret Agency of Partnership in Helen MacInnes’s Above 

Suspicion 

 

According to conventional wisdom, marital duty and patriotic duty are mutually 

exclusive. Writing on spy fiction, David Stafford argues, ‘Marriage is a metaphorical 

death. […] Marriage dooms [men] as secret agents’ (1989: 44, 61). However, 

marriage, more than casual sexual relations, has been a present theme within spy 

fiction, both as a plot point and as means through which to consider hidden histories. 

John Buchan is often heralded as galvanising spy fiction as a realm of masculine 

heroism, yet his spy-hero Richard Hannay’s most important relationship in espionage 

is with his wife. Buchan’s portrayal of marriage supports the argument that marriage 

in spy fiction is not a hindrance to the male spy-hero but in fact emblematic of 

commitment, union and loyalty. These ideas are echoed in acclaimed ‘Queen of Spy 

Writers’ Helen MacInnes’s best-selling Above Suspicion (1941). MacInnes’s spy novels 

actively seek to redress the perpetual bachelordom of the genre, by placing a healthy 

marriage at the centre of her spy plots. Of her five war novels, four feature a married 

couple at the centre of the plot. While the muscular spy novels of John Buchan and 

Valentine Williams offer considerations of questions of marriage in the context of a 

single male hero, MacInnes introduces marriage ‘as fundamental to effective 

espionage and as paradigmatic of international cooperation’ (Bold, 2012: 32). 

 Spy-fiction scholarship overwhelmingly places MacInnes’s oeuvre in the same 

category of ‘domestic’ ‘generic feminisation’ that Alison Light (1991) argues led to the 

academic marginalisation of female detective novelists such as Agatha Christie. What is 

so often overlooked is that MacInnes’s use of the spy genre is deeply political. In 

Above Suspicion, MacInnes condemns the Chamberlain government’s efforts to 

remain detached from the problems of Europe, and presents an urgent appeal to 

promoting international resistance and cooperation in the face of war. If MacInnes is 

‘domestic’, her work is underscored by identity politics and ‘changing standards of 

social behaviour’ (Boyd, 1983: 68). Far from choreographing a conservative agenda 

to preserve Britain’s social traditions, MacInnes uses marriage to ‘raise disquieting 

questions about the romance of Britain’s righteous war and the spy thriller’ (Lassner, 

2011: 115). 
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Erin Horakova (Queen Mary, University of London) 

Epithalamion: Dangerous Domesticity in the Wimsey Series 

 

Popular discussions of Golden Age detective fiction often make gestures to the 

disjunction between peaceful, pastoral settings and murderous subject matter. These 

juxtapositions implicitly postulate a stable, rural domesticity that functions as a 

painted backdrop. But home-making is always work--and preventing a home from 

denigrating and sliding into chaos requires constant vigilance. This paper investigates 

the complex, fraught ways Dorothy Sayers’ Wimsey series does domesticity. Through 

examining the novels’ domestic spaces--Peter's flat, Talboys, Shrewsbury, the scenes of 

crimes, country houses--we can explore what work these depictions accomplish 

beyond furnishing instrumental clues, as well as the constitutive role of commodity 

fetishism/collecting and the interplay of domesticity and class in these novels.  

 How is Sayers’ domesticity an evolution of other eras’ and genres’ methods of 

thinking about and portraying the domestic? What separates it from the domesticity 

of, for example, a ‘tec story’ like Dickens’ Bleak House, or from the home-making of 

contemporaries such as Wodehouse or Tolkien? Rather than writing about a fuzzy, 

undefined present, Sayers insists on cataloging structures in flux via her use of detail 

and almost constructing a historical fiction of the present. What does this quite 

unusual use of hyper-local, domestic time accomplish? What can Sayers’ successful 

homes, as depicted in the early Wimsey books (Peter's flat), Busman’s Holiday 

(wherein Harriet Vane says a world of interesting things about class, national identity, 

urban vs rural tensions and the domestic when she comments 'I have married 

England'), Thrones, Dominations, and the WWII propaganda letters between 

members of the Wimsey family tell us about what is at stake in all this home-making? 

This examination of a particular series should open up a more general conversation 

about the temporal and physical spaces that, at least as much as the murders, define 

Golden Age production and continue to draw readers to it.  
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Maysaa Jaber (University of Baghdad) 

Rereading the Femme Fatale: The Battle over Agency in Mildred Pierce 

 

Women are an integral part of the chaotic amoral world depicted in hardboiled crime 

fiction. Often viewed as an iconic figure of the period, the woman in the narratives – 

a femme fatale-- is criminal who is at the centre of events and turns out to be the 

source of troubles. Sex is also a major component of the narratives of this genre, 

making the woman even more dangerous: she is a beautiful, at times promiscuous, 

woman with a gun, who by the end of the story might shoot a man dead.  With the 

strong presence of the femme fatale in film noir, critical scholarship has come to treat 

her as a figure that represents an objectification of anxieties and fears in what is often 

described as a masculine genre. This paper, however, argues for a place for a 

specifically literary femme fatale beyond and in contrast to the much examined 

cinematic femme fatale. It makes the claim that the literary femme fatale opens up 

powerful spaces for imagining female agency in direct opposition to cinematic 

scholarship which reads her as constrained by patriarchy and misogyny. By examining 

James M. Cain’s novel Mildred Pierce (1941) against the 1945 Warner Brothers film 

under the same title, this paper demonstrates how Veda in Cain’s text challenges the 

traditional view of the femme fatale as merely a dangerous sexual predator. Cain’s 

novel presents a model of female agency exemplified in Veda’s success as a singer and 

her win in a relentless battle with her mother, Mildred, to gain money, power and 

social mobility. Turning to Cain’s book, especially to reading Veda as the leading 

female character, complicates the filmic feminist scholarship that mostly focuses on 

Mildred and her control and containment. In so doing, this paper sketches out the 

differences between literary representations of the femme fatale and the kind of 

femme fatale that dominates the cultural imaginary because of her heightened 

visibility in Hollywood cinema. 
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María José Álvarez Maurín (Universidad de León) 

The Girl Who Tattooed the Nordic Neo-noir:  Goth, Cyberpunk and Sleuth 

 

The canon of the classical detective fiction emphatically challenges rational 

investigation but, as Maurizio Ascari states in A Counter-History of Crime Fiction, it 

never completely detached itself from the fin-de-siécle neo-gothic literary trend.  

From Edgar Allan Poe´s detective stories, followed by Conan Doyle and Agatha 

Christie to the reformulation achieved by Dashiell Hammett and the Hard-boiled 

School, the essence of the gothic has pervaded the atmosphere of many criminal 

investigations in the history of the genre. In the era of technological sophistication and 

the corporate world, far from becoming an anachronism, its permanence in detective 

fiction connects a set of polarities which uncover the significance of this literary mode 

to describe the dangers that threaten the individual´s survival in a globalized criminal 

context. Focusing on the character of Lisbeth Salander, the goth-punk, cyber-hacker 

and investigator in Steig Larsson´s Millinium Trylogy, my presentation will examine 

how specific gothic devices interplay with rationality to fulfill the expression of the 

dark side of the Swedish surreal settings populated with characters that are altered by 

drugs, violence, and mental instability.  The analysis will concentrate on those 

essential elements of the detective narrative pattern which in the process of 

hybridization have revitalized the conventions of the formula. Larsson´s creation, 

Lisbeth Salander, joins the category of the neo-noir dark consciousness who, as the 

protagonists of Blade Runner or Shutter Island, lead their existence departed between 

the ratiocination of a mystery and the fantasy, the magic realism and the grotesque of 

a reality in darkness. The neo-noir investigator has transcended the classical and hard-

boiled existentialist models to give voice to the individual´s terrors of postmodern 

uncertainties. 
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Alison Joseph (Crime Writers’ Association) 

Can a fictional detective ever be wrong? Faith, Doubt and Resolution in the Sister 

Agnes series 

 

My detective nun, Sister Agnes, started life as a literary device.  Firstly, I wanted to 

write a crime novel following a classic detective structure, ie, a lone heroic detective 

being the ‘eye’ through which the story is told. Secondly, I wanted that lone character 

to be female.  This was the 1990s, and there was by then a very successful tradition of 

hard-bitten, gun-toting female sleuths, but I knew very firmly that I didn’t want her to 

be a cop or a PI.  I wanted my character to be vulnerable and female, yet also in 

some sense set apart from society, so that she’d be free from emotional links with 

children or partners. 

 So, Sister Agnes came into being.  She’s a contemporary London nun, a 

member of an open, Ignatian order. She wears no habit, and she works in a hostel for 

homeless kids. But what started as a literary device developed into a rich seam.  Agnes 

believes in a loving God, yet finds herself constantly up against the worst that human 

beings can do to each other. The stories are driven as much by her own questioning 

of her path  as by the murder mystery itself. 

 For me, the fictional world has to be in some sense believable. (I try to get the 

London bus routes right.)  Sister Agnes has benefited from the advice of real nuns.  

Even so, to have a nun who is constantly crossing the path of suspicious death might 

seem unrealistic. But since Sister Agnes, I have created a new detective, D I Berenice 

Killick. And it turns out, in our high-tech, team-working age, an archetypal heroic lone 

policewoman has more in common than one might think with a detective nun. 
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Mary Kilcline Cody (Australian National University) 

Re-writing and Re-appropriating the Past :  The Letter, W. Somerset Maugham and 

Me 

  

Mrs Leslie Crosbie is the pale, fragile killer in W. Somerset Maugham's short story, The 

Letter. In 1940, she was immortalized in the Hollywood classic of the same name with 

Bette Davis playing the memorably composed and dainty killer. 

 The murder trial is set in the exotic environs of colonial Singapore.  Mrs 

Crosbie admitted to killing Geoff Hammond, claiming he had tried to rape her and 

she shot him six times in defence of her honour.  Only an incriminating letter from 

Mrs Crosbie begging Hammond to visit her, stood in the way of a complete acquittal. 

 What the short story and the movie do not reveal is that Maugham’s account 

was a thinly disguised re-appropriation and re-telling of sensational historical events in 

the colonial world. The trial of the fictional Leslie Crosbie was based on the actual 

Supreme Court trial of the only colonial lady ever tried and sentenced to hang for 

murder in British Malaya. 

 In Maugham’s re-appropriation, the bewitched lawyer’s perspective is used to 

unfold the psychological plot line. At first, Mrs Crosbie is the delicate victim, the lady 

who works her lace, trusts her menfolk and the legal system and tries not to worry.  

The plot turns on secrets and corrupt dealings with wily Orientals, and it is only at the 

end that Leslie emerges as the transgressor, as the vengeful killer. In this fictional light, 

the dead man, her duped husband and her mesmerized lawyer all become victims of 

her feminine wiles. 

 In my re-appropriation of the story 90 years later, the historical records 

relating to the case provide access to the larger world of colonial politics, of colonial 

masculinities and femininities, of representations and understandings of race and class. 

 As it turns out, re-appropriation can be a tricky business. Neither Maugham nor 

I got it quite right.  
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Margaret Kinsman (London South Bank University) 

More than Appears on the Surface: “Gabriella’s Voice Returned” (Hardball 441).  

  

Virginia Woolf claimed  “we think back through our mothers if we are women”. This 

paper reflects on the ways in which Sara Paretsky’s famous literary creation, private 

eye V.I. Warshawski, thinks back through her mother, Gabriella Sestiere, suggesting 

that Gabriella’s back story, and the traces of her life which remain in Chicago, play a 

key role in Paretsky’s construction of her protagonist and the city of Chicago. 

Gabriella’s story,  more prominent over the course of the oeuvre than it first appears, 

is filtered through V.I.’s subjectivity both as memory and what she has been told and 

heard. The deceased mother’s story is located in multiple layers of spatial and 

temporal narrative. An absence that is always present, Gabriella is traced by a number 

of items that V.I. cherishes: a piano, a set of red Venetian wine glasses, a diamond 

pendant and matching earrings, a ball gown, a framed etching of the Uffizi, an 

Olivetti typewriter, and a recording of Gabriella singing Mozart.  Gabriella’s story, re-

told, and re-signified through these treasured objects, gains significance, connecting 

the detective to her family of descent on the most obvious level.  On another level, 

the story connects V.I. (and the reader) to the wider story of the Italian-Jewish 

experience of the 1930s – a group of people who were persecuted and who resisted 

and/or migrated into other cultures and languages. Further, Gabriella’s story works to 

locate V.I. in a tradition of women who resist and survive against the odds. Aspects of 

V.I.’s own capacity for surviving fragmentation and danger can arguably be traced 

back to and through her mother. The pioneering V.I. Warshawski series, now in its 

thirty-second year, has long since been the subject of a range of critical and theoretical 

approaches and discussions; this paper adds a less-explored dimension to the 

conversation about an indisputable Queen of Crime. 
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Linda Ledford-Miller (University of Scranton) 

Gender Roles In Death: J.D. Robb’s Detective Series 

 

J.D. Robb is the pseudonym of the prolific American romance novelist Nora Roberts. 

Robb began her long-running series in 1995 with Naked in Death, which introduces 

the female detective heroine Eve Dallas and her handsome nemesis, the Irishman, 

Roarke, whose enormous wealth probably comes from illegal activities.  The series 

counts with thirty-eight novels published and the thirty-ninth scheduled for September 

2014. Ten In Death novellas add to this list.  Robb’s current schedule is to publish two 

In Death novels a year and contribute one novella every other year to an anthology 

of women writers. Robb  

 The In Death series uses all the conventions of the detective genre, while 

mixing in aspects of sci fi and especially genre romance.  J.D. Robb simultaneously 

combines and challenges the conventions of these three popular genres, assigning 

many typically male characteristics to her female detective, yet in no way making her 

protagonist less feminine.  Women’s roles are respected: though there are prostitutes 

in Robb’s late twentieth century, there are also LCs: Licensed Companions, who may 

be male or female; being a full time mother is a respected job classification with 

government support; women who take their husband’s surname at marriage choose 

to “go traditional.” Robb reshapes gender roles while subtly reshaping genre fiction. 

The sheer quantity and frequency of the Robb books make the author a “queen of 

crime,” but her detective, Eve Dallas, is equally so. Eve is a detective who can “enter” 

the mind of a criminal. Her persistence and energy and in particular her devotion to 

justice, to “stand for” the dead, lead her to always find the murderer and close the 

case. 
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Stacey Margolis (University of Utah) 

The Mistaken Detective: Anna Katharine Green and the Rise of Naturalism 

 

My paper focuses on one of the most prolific and important writers of detective 

fiction at the turn of the twentieth century—Anna Katharine Green.  Over the years 

critics have understood her importance strictly in terms of how she influenced the 

genre. My argument is that we need to see a novel like The Woman in the Alcove 

(1906) not simply as an exercise in genre fiction, but as a significant contribution to 

the naturalism and proto-modernism that defined the period. Her interest for literary 

and cultural history is, in other words, larger than we’ve imagined. 

 One of the most striking things about this novel is the fact that the detective—a 

young woman named Rita Van Arsdale—functions more like the figure of Watson 

than that of Sherlock Holmes. By this I mean not that Van Arsdale is merely a sidekick 

to the male investigator (she is not), but that her intricate and ingenious theories of 

the murder turn out to be entirely mistaken. Indeed, the dramatic and seemingly 

crucial moment when she sees the murderer leaving the alcove—a moment that 

depends on a series of unlikely reflections in windows and mirrors—turns out to be 

entirely irrelevant to the plot. And rather than providing a resolution produced by 

careful analysis of clues, it provides a resolution produced by chance—the murderer, 

startled by the crash of a tray of dishes, simply confesses. The novel seems to 

undermine the kind of rational argument on which it ostensibly depends. 

 This interest in mistakes, and in chance, is not, as Jason Puskar has brilliantly 

argued, recuperated by a commitment to “Providence” and design. Rather, chance 

allows Green to construct a world that is not only indifferent to individual effort and 

impenetrable by human reason, but deeply irrational. These are mysteries that are 

both resolved (in that the murderer is caught) and unresolved (in that reason is shown 

up by mere chance). In both constructing such a world and imagining in some detail 

what it’s like to live there, Green provides an intimate account of the impersonal and 

irrational forces documented (to much more acclaim) by writers like Stephen Crane, 

Frank Norris, and Henry James. 
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Kimberly Maslin (Hendrix College) 

Writing a Woman Detective, Re-inventing a Genre: Carolyn Heilbrun 

 

In Writing a Woman’s Life, Carolyn Heilbrun laments the limited range of narratives 

available to women.  The woman essentially must choose between the “conventional 

marriage or the erotic plot”.  If she attempts to live something like a masculine tale of 

accomplishment, such a feat requires explanation and the pursuit of achievement must 

occur as a result of some unexpected event which accidentally befalls her, rather than 

as a result of planning, ambition or effort.  In her own dual role as crime novelist and 

literary scholar, Heilbrun uses the crime novel to both create alternative narratives for 

women and challenge the conventional, formulaic nature of the genre.  Under the 

pseudonym, Amanda Cross, Heilbrun creates Kate Fansler, along with numerous other 

fascinating female characters.  Her sleuth is an academic in an unconventional, for the 

most part emotionally satisfying though not necessarily faithful, marriage.  Following 

in the footsteps of Agatha Christie, she values and highlights the experience of older 

women throughout her novels.  In The Players Come Again, she re-writes the 

character of Sally Seton in order to both reveal that Sally’s experience was perhaps 

fairly typical for women but also to re-write Sally, in the sense that Heilbrun’s 

character rediscovers her exuberance at a later stage in life.  In An Imperfect Spy, she 

takes on the issue of domestic violence.  The nature of the crimes in her novels is also 

unconventional.  It is not clear, for example, that a murder has occurred in The 

Players Come Again until page 225 of a 229 - page book.  In this paper I examine 

Heilbrun’s characters and deviations from the conventional crime novel format, in 

light of her own literary criticism, and in so doing offer an assessment of Heilbrun’s 

work in the crime novel genre, on her own terms. 
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Michal Moskow (Metropolitan State University) 

The Queen’s Mothers: Sara Paretsky’s V.I., Gabriella, Lotty and Narrating the 

Holocaust 

 

From her first appearance in 1982, the life of Sara Paretsky’s V.I. Warshawski has 

intertwined with that of Dr. Lotty Herschel, who, like V.I.’s deceased mother 

Gabriella, is a Holocaust survivor.  Both Lotty and Gabriella are enigmas to V.I., and 

V.I.’s memories of her mother are often overlaid with feelings for Lotty. Yet Lotty, still 

living, gradually reveals herself to V.I. and to the reader, eventually referring to V.I. as 

the “daughter of my heart” (Critical Mass 460).   

 In both Total Recall and Paretsky’s newest novel, Critical Mass, V.I.’s first 

person narration of the major story is interrupted by chapters dealing with the 

Holocaust and its aftermath, which take on an importance rivaling the primary 

mystery plot.  As Lotty’s background is uncovered, one wonders if Sara Paretsky is 

committing the sin that Lotty rails against in Total Recall:  “[T]o many people [the 

Holocaust] is a game….[A] book about a ghoul feasting on the remains of the dead 

only helps make that happen” (83).  Is this what the recursive telling of Lotty’s story 

achieves?  Writing pop culture novels to make money by “titillating the comfortable 

well-fed middle class of Europe and America with tales of torture” (83)?  Or do 

Paretsky’s novels achieve what Elie Wiesel exhorts in The Accident, fulfilling the 

obligation to tell, to be “a messenger of the dead among the living” (243)?   

 Adapting the almost stereotypical absent-mother trope of female detective 

fiction to a multi-book arc of Holocaust survivorship, Paretsky presents the reader, 

who might not access historical accounts, with a genre-specific entry point to learning 

about the multi-generational traumatic aftereffects of genocide. In tying Lotty’s 

tangled history to contemporary issues such as government surveillance, Paretsky 

encourages readers to consider and respond to the individual and systemic effects of 

genocides past and present as well as related present day crimes. 
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Ayo Onatade 

Who Wears the Crown: Contenders for the Crown Queens of Crime 

 

Who are the contemporary contenders for the crown Queens of Crime? The original 

four being Agatha Christie, Dorothy L Sayers, Ngaio Marsh, and Margery Allingham 

are still widely read. 

 With female crime writers on the increase there are a large number of them to 

choose from.  Whether they are writing historical, standalone novels, psychological, 

police procedurals or their main protagonist is an amateur detective we find ourselves 

with a vast selection.  Authors such as Megan Abbott, Laura Lippman, Gillian Flynn, 

Belinda Bauer, Christa Faust, Denise Mina, Mo Hayder, Karin Slaughter, Alafair Burke, 

Tana French, Sara Gran and Val McDermid to name a few are just the tip of the 

iceberg when it comes to authors one could consider. 

 All these authors mentioned above are constantly challenging the boundaries 

and changing our expectations with regard to crime fiction when it comes to not only 

their writing but the genre as a whole.  They all write brilliant, thought provoking 

and hard-hitting novels, which are not afraid of taking a visceral look at crime and all 

its accompaniments. They do not shy away from looking and writing about aspects of 

crime that some would consider to be tasteless and still have the ability to deal with 

the insights of society as did the earlier Queens of Crime.  They have also not 

neglected the continual importance of storytelling in their work.  Like the original 

Queens of Crime they are also prolific and influential authors in their own right.  

Their work spans a variety of different types of crime and they also have that 

distinction of their work being not only well received but being distinctive as well. 

 But is this a sole reason for any of them to be considered a contender for the 

crown.  I would like to look at some of these authors and their work and present for 

consideration those who might take over the mantle of Queens of Crime. 
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Ritu Pareek (Malviya National Institute of Technology) 

Crime as Retribution in Angela Carter’s Short Stories 

 

Angela Carter (1940-92) in her short stories deconstructs the binaries of femininity and 

masculinity by creating characters that reject stereotypical gender roles. Her stories 

deal with human desire and passions which are often expressed through violence and 

crime. To overcome oppressive forces, Carter’s heroines resort to crime, and thus 

safeguard their freedom and identity. Through her women-centered narratives and 

her self-willed and sharp-witted heroines, Carter succeeds in subverting the myths of 

patriarchy and male power. 

 The present paper focuses on three stories of Angela Carter. “Reflection” 

presents the reversed image of a phallocentric society. Here the heroine is strong and 

wayward and shocks men with her perverted behaviour. Carter presents three 

characters in the story – a man, a girl and an androgyne. The man represents the 

phallocentric world; the girl is the empowered woman and the androgyne is the 

bridge between these two worlds. Carter’s attempt to empower the woman by 

reversing her destined role in the patriarchal society is shattered when the male figure 

finally emerges as the victor. 

 In “The Loves of Lady Purple”, Carter uses the motif of a story-within-a story 

to explore the theme of violence as an act of rebellion against authoritarian control. 

Fiction and reality merge in the story as multiple narratives are brought in and the 

protagonists contest each other to assume control over the narrative. The act of 

violence becomes the climactic event in the story and inverts the power equation 

between the puppeteer and his puppet. 

 “The Fall River Axe Murders” highlights the historical figure of Lizzie Borden 

(1860-1927), who was charged with murdering her parents in 1892. Through her story 

Carter brings the character of Lizzie back to life, and recreates the situations, the 

setting, and the surrounding milieu which directed her choices. While the act of 

murder is not portrayed in the story, Carter heightens the suspense to create a sense 

of anticipation in the reader’s mind for the impending crime.  The three stories 

discussed in this paper use violence as the key motif to portray crime as retribution 

and to draw attention to the repressed emotions in the human psyche which can 

create havoc if let loose. 
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Christopher Pittard (University of Portsmouth) 

Catherine Louisa Pirkis and the Victorian Question of the Animal 

 

Catherine Louisa Pirkis is best known for her contribution to the late Victorian sub 

genre of 'Lady detective' fiction, and in particular The Experiences of Loveday Brooke 

(1894). In this paper I consider Pirkis' work in the context of late Victorian debates 

over the status of animals and their welfare. Pirkis, as a founder of the National 

Canine Defence League and a campaigner in the late Victorian antivivisection 

movement, was especially engaged in this debate. However, rather than offering a 

biographical reading of her crime writing or considering antivivisection from the 

perspective of a feminist politics of identification,  I instead consider her work in the 

light of what Jacques Derrida calls the question of the animal. For Derrida, the 

question of the animal is itself a story of a crime; in The Animal That Therefore I Am 

(2006) he argues that the very concept of the 'animal' constitutes an act of intellectual 

violence: 'The confusion of all non human living creatures within the general and 

common category of the animal is not simply a sin against rigorous thinking... it is also 

a crime. Not a crime against animality, precisely, but a crime of the first order against 

the animals, against animals' (48). Drawing on this and similar perspectives in animal 

theory, my reading of Pirkis is twofold; to show how her crime fiction addresses 

animals and animality (including episodes of Loveday Brooke where the 

human/animal division is questioned), but also to demonstrate how her writings on 

animals (most strikingly her antivivisectionist story ‘Jack, A Mendicant’ (1881)) may be 

read as crime writing. Although often credited with establishing the female detective, I 

argue that Pirkis’ status as a Queen of Crime lies in her recognition that narratives of 

animals are always, at some level, narratives of crime. 

 

Frederick Porcheddu (Denison University) 

The Surrogate Impulse in Agatha Christie’s Nemesis 

 

This paper explores the queer dynamics of Christie’s late novel Nemesis (1971) created 

by a series of substitutes for normative interpersonal relationships.  While the Miss 

Marple stories in general can be read as studies in non-normativity, Nemesis in 

particular, as a sequel to A Caribbean Mystery (1964) and as an amplification of 

several of The Thirteen Problems (1932), achieves a superb culmination of Miss 

Marple’s queer design:  an elderly spinster serving as the incarnation of justice to 

resolve a crime in which (among other transgressions) a woman symbolically marries 

her foster-daughter while framing a male fiancé for the act.  
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Chrissie Poulter (Trinity College, Dublin) 

"Always sweep in the corners!" : The Removal of Domestic Clues and the Domestic 

Class in Agatha Christie's  Poirot  

 

"Ah, by the way, one word of advice. Always sweep in the corners!" says  Poirot to 

Mr Waverly in 'The Adventure of Johnnie Waverly' by Agatha Christie. In an 

adaptation written and produced for television the (male) screenwriter has done 

away with the tell-tale traces on an incompletely-cleaned floor .... in fact he has done 

away with the floor, adding instead an unlit underground tunnel half a mile long 

together with a dying battery for Poirot's torch. The story becomes a different sort of 

adventure, abandoning Agatha Christie’s precise presentation of domestic detail as 

well as her understanding of and respect for the working-serving-classes which she lent 

from her own life to Poirot. 

 Similarly in 'The Jewel Robbery at The Grand Metropolitan' a valet from 

Agatha Christie’s story is re-written as a chauffeur in the television adaptation whilst 

once again the significance of an uncleaned hotel room in the original story is wiped 

from the record for TV … Whilst this may seem insignificant in the context of major 

re-locations of stories and activities for Poirot himself in the TV adaptations, it 

represents a noticeable erasure of a whole seam of significance in the original stories 

linked to domestic activities and the professionalism of those whose job it was to do 

them. 

 This paper considers the significance of the presence-now-absence of the 

domestic ... its relevance to the character of Poirot and to the now-silenced-

celebration of the domestic in some of the television adaptations of Agatha Christie's 

Poirot stories in which an alteration to the evidence as written by Christie serves to 

erase an aspect of Poirot's character and an aspect of his creator’s insight. 
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Danuta Reah 

Feminist Readings in Crime Fiction 

 

Western society has always had an uneasy relationship with women in the criminal 

world, both as perpetrators and as victims. Even today, acceptable roles for women 

are circumscribed by the expectations of society. Women in the world of crime, and 

particularly women who kill are seen as stepping beyond the boundaries they are 

permitted to occupy. 

 However, in the fictional world of crime, women are widely represented, as 

readers, as writers and as important fictional characters. The roles they occupy in this 

fictional world is changing. They are not simply victims – they are perpetrators and 

hunters. But is the woman in crime fiction just a man in women’s clothing? Has the 

hard-boiled detective of noir fiction simply switched pronouns and become she 

instead of he? 

 As the role of women changes in the world, so the depiction of women by 

writers starts to change. The independent woman is now an expected figure in crime 

fiction, but are the demands of the market ensuring that woman also still feature in 

crime novels as victims of increasingly graphic violence and graphic sexual violence? 

The new woman in crime fiction is too often made to pay a very traditional price for 

her freedom. 

 This paper looks at the ways women are depicted in crime fiction, explores the 

subtleties of the language that sends messages that may subvert the image the text 

apparently presents. 
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Alessia Risi (University College Cork) 

Quo Vadis, Baby? Analysing Female Identities in Grazia Verasani’s Crime Narrative 

 

Although not as stridently as in the Anglo-American context, from the 1980s, Italian 

crime fiction has progressively represented a means through which issues of gender, 

sexuality and identity can be critically investigated. In this light, over recent years, we 

can witness the creation of an extraordinary increase in the number of female 

investigators, who are no longer docile male appendages, but finally more active and 

autonomous characters. This is of particular importance given the traditionally 

misogynistic and violent nature of hard-boiled narratives, which, even more than 

classic mystery novels, frequently depict highly stereotyped versions of female and 

male figures. 

 In my analysis of Grazia Verasani’s Quo Vadis, Baby? (2004), I place particular 

emphasis upon the narrative voice of central protagonist Giorgia Cantini, an 

empowering element in the novel that challenges dominant and frequently patriarchal 

narratives. Verasani, whose work has yet to gain major traction outside of the Italian 

context, is a growing presence in her homeland and her work is particularly salient in 

the context of this conference, which seeks to shed light on overlooked female crime 

writers. With the figure of Cantini, a Bologna based private detective, Verasani 

envisages an original protagonist through which she engages new discourses on female 

characterisation in the genre and, by proxy, on women’s roles in contemporary 

Italian society. Taking Quo Vadis Baby? as a case study, I will analyse Verasani’s work 

from literary and socio-political perspectives, highlighting the disruptive, destabilising 

power of Cantini’s voice, while pointing also to its ultimate limitations. 
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Mirandi Riwoe (Queensland University of Technology) 

The Female Sleuth: Representations of 19
th
 Century and Contemporary Female Sleuths 

from a Neo-Victorian Perspective 

 

By writing sensation or crime fiction with a female sleuth, Mary Elizabeth Braddon 

engaged with literary and social discourses of the Victorian period. The representation 

of Eleanor in Eleanor’s Victory (1863) as detective identified a character who 

contravenes social expectations and reveals a transgressive impulse in Braddon’s work. 

In portraying an independent, sleuthing young woman, Braddon extends concepts 

around female subjectivity and perhaps the subjectivity of her readers. Eleanor’s 

apparent conforming to gendered and literary paradigms, and her transgressions 

against those same discourses, provides a disruptive reading, subverting prominent 

paradigms of the time. More than a century later, Kitty Peck and the Music Hall 

Murders (2013), a neo-Victorian crime novel written by Kate Griffin, also potentially 

subverts the subjectivity of the reader. Griffin re-writes women’s experience in the 

Victorian period by portraying a female neo-Victorian detective, who is sexually 

aware and working-class. Griffin has created a protagonist who investigates both a 

crime and social history, while catering to current sensibilities.  

This paper proposes that the mode of representation to be found in Kitty Peck 

and the Music Hall Murders, despite successfully portraying a neo-Victorian heroine, 

still maintains traces of representations found in 1860s crime fiction written by 

women. Through the application of gender theory, and through an examination of 

Braddon’s Eleanor’s Victory and Griffin’s Kitty Peck and the Music Hall Murders, I 

argue that there are many points of connection between 19
th
 century and 21

st
 century 

literary production in this genre, connections that continues to shift and form the 

reader’s subjectivity. 
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Jennifer Schnabel (University of Memphis) 

The Influence of Fathers on Female Detectives in the Works of Anna Katherine Green 

 

Decades before Jane Marple and Nancy Drew emerged as spinster and teenage 

investigators in popular detective fiction, Anna Katherine Green (1846-1935) 

introduced Amelia Butterworth and Violet Strange to her readers. These characters 

exhibited powerful fatherly influences in their crime-solving and used their impeccable 

social standing and familial connections to help solve murders, thefts and other crimes 

in turn-of-the century New York.  Amelia Butterworth, an interested civilian who 

lived next door to the murder scene in That Affair Next Door (1897), became an 

assistant of sorts to an aging Inspector Ebenezer Gryce and appeared in two 

subsequent works, Lost Man's Lane (1898) and The Circular Study (1900). Violet 

Strange, featured in The Golden Slipper and Other Problems for Violet Strange (1915), 

a collection of casebook-style stories, was hired by a private firm when her discreet 

methods of sleuthing, knowledge of upper-class society, and youthful appearance 

were required. 

 Though Butterworth and Strange did not appear together in Green's works, 

each was primarily motivated by the memory or actions of her father. A portrait of 

Butterworth’s father hangs prominently in her parlor, and she invokes his wisdom 

several times during her narratives. Strange, a debutante, concealed her investigations 

from her wealthy father, and the reader does not discover the reason until the last 

story of the eight problems Green created for her troubled heroine. This paper will 

examine the family patriarchs’ influences on Butterworth’s and Strange’s methods of 

investigation and their views of detection.  It will consider Green's relationship with 

her own father, a criminal attorney, with whom she lived after college until she 

married Charles Rohlfs at the age of thirty-eight. Finally, the analysis will measure the 

influence of this father-daughter dynamic on the fiction of Green’s successors.   
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Karen Seago (City University London) 

‘Philip Marlowe in drag?’: The Construct of the Hard Boiled Detective in Feminist 

Appropriation and in Translation 

 

The phenomenal success of Scandinavian TV crime series The Killing and The Bridge 

was due to intelligent scripts, involved investigations, sustained suspense, social 

critique – and last but by no means least - hard-nosed female investigators Sara Lund 

and Saga Norén. They are the latest examples of female appropriation of the 

construct of the hard boiled detective, the more or less eccentric dysfunctional loner 

who solves crimes where no one else succeeds. 

 Sarah Paretsky’s Indemnity only is one of the explicitly feminist crime novels of 

the eighties, consciously using the hard boiled mode to create a female PI who could 

hold her own on the mean streets of (often night-time) Chicago. But Paretsky also 

famously argued that she did not want V I Warshawski to be ‘Philip Marlowe in drag. 

What [she] really wanted was a woman who ... didn’t pull her punches... [who] 

didn’t feel she had to make nice.’ (The Independent, 1997) 

 In this talk, I will be looking at how the character construct of the hard boiled 

male detective is taken up in feminist crime fiction, to what extent it goes mainstream, 

and crucially, how Paretsky’s negotiation and partial subversion of the tropes of the 

hard boiled genre in her character construct of a feminist ‘tough guy’ PI are handled 

in translation, drawing primarily on the German translation of Paretsky’s Indemnity 

Only.  
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Lindsey Seatter 

Replacing John with Joan: An Exploration of a Rising “Queen of Crime” 

 

The dynamic duo of Sherlock Holmes and John Watson has long been renown in 

international popular culture. As a series that is no stranger to adaptation – from 

tangential book publications to the silver screen – it was no surprise to the Conan 

Doyle estate when, in the fall of 2012, the CBS network wanted to launch their 

unique riff on Sherlock Holmes in television show Elementary. 

However, unlike past adaptations, Elementary breaks new ground for the Sherlock 

Holmes dynasty in its address of gender by casting actress Lucy Liu to play Dr. Joan 

Watson opposite the scintillating Johnny Lee Miller as Sherlock Holmes. This 

deviation from the brotherhood of Holmes and Watson to introduce a male-female 

crime solving couple brings to light crucial questions concerning the intersection of 

gender and popular crime fiction. How does reimagining Watson as a woman 

fundamentally change this classic narrative? Can the beloved character of John 

Watson be faithfully morphed into this new Joan or are aspects of his persona 

irretrievably lost? Does this change in gender alter the sexuality of the series? Is 

obvious mediation of this text (from page to screen) a prominent factor in the transfer 

of these characteristics? And finally, where does the once-central crime plot fall in rank 

amongst this myriad of re-gendered detail? 

With a basis in Judith Butler’s fundamental text for gender and gender performance, 

Gender Trouble, the paper will combine current gender criticism with adaptation 

theories by scholars Bryant, Stam and Hutcheon, to focus in on the implications of 

creating this new Queen of Crime. A detailed analysis of both a selection of Conan 

Doyle’s original Holmes publications and the first season’s episodes of Elementary will 

be leveraged to formulate a case study catalyzing the argument of this dual-media 

exploration. 
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Lisa Stead (University of Exeter) 

Three-Fingered Kate and the case of Jean Rhys: the Other Woman, Criminality and 

Intermediality 

 

This paper explores the ways in which Jean Rhys’ writing intersects with crime fictions 

on both screen and page, exploring the specific case of the film crime serial Three-

Fingered Kate (1909-1912) and its appearance in her 1934 novel Voyage in the Dark. 

In unpacking Rhys’ use of the text, the paper seeks to illuminate an intermedial web 

of crime narratives spawned by and surrounding this particular ‘serial queen’ of crime, 

where the Kate narratives travel from the screen into story magazines, fan writing and 

modernist fiction. This intermedial migration suggests a particular currency in 

representations of criminal femininity that can be traced more widely across multiple 

fictional forms in the early twentieth century. In Rhys’ fiction, the character is used for 

her connotations as outsider and Other, where her criminal actions on screen – but 

also her extra-textual status where the actress is played by a foreign star – links with 

the marginality of Rhys’ own heroine, Anna. But Kate is also as figure who can 

transgress normative narrative constraints in a manner similar to Rhys’ own 

unconventional heroines, where her early stories are focalised through marginal and 

morally transgressive female protagonists who would typically appear as the ‘other 

woman’ of a romance narrative. The paper argues, therefore, that female-led crime 

narratives on serialised screen offer a particular appealing metaphor for Rhys in 

reflecting on the transgressive circularity of her own female-centred fictions across her 

early texts (Voyage in the Dark, Quartet, After Leaving Mr Mackenzie, Good 

Morning, Midnight). I want to suggest that the concern with material tragedies 

specific to women’s experience within modernity is the larger cyclical tragedy of Rhys’ 

body of work – in a sense, the serial instalments of her own modern, marginal serial 

star. Filmic ‘queens of crime’ thus offered writers like Rhys an affective vehicle for 

exploring debates about gendered identity through popular culture and popular 

female-centred fictions. 
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Joanna Stolarek (Siedlce University of Natural Sciences and 

Humanities) 

Between Suspense and Psychological Thriller: The Examination of Criminal Intrigue, 

the Psychology of Guilt and Abnormal Human Behaviour in Patricia Highsmith’s 

Strangers on a Train and The Ripliad 

The aim of this paper is to examine the elements of suspense and psychological 

thrillers in Patricia Highsmith’s most famous novels. This American writer whose tales 

of gentlemen murderers and psychological intrigue were often explorations of her 

own obsessions was widely known both in the United States and in Europe. Her two 

most notable works, Strangers on a Train and The Talented Mr. Ripley which feature 

sociopaths and murder were made into successful movies, first by Alfred Hichcock in 

1951 and the second by René Clemént in 1960 under the title Plein Soleil (Purple 

Noon) as well as in 1999 with Matt Damon and Jude Law. The author of the paper 

would like to explore and compare the two novels which reflect two different yet 

simultaneously similar and overlapping crime literary genres, the emphasis being 

placed on the exploration of the internal human drama, the problem of fading 

identity and double personality. The author is going to show why the American 

novelist became a popular crime writer worldwide and why her books made 

successful film adaptations in the 20
th
 century as well as she is going to analyse 

Highsmith’s two novels in the light of the 21
st
 literary criticism. According to Graham 

Greene; “Miss Highsmith is a crime novelist whose books one can reread many times. 

There are very few of whom one can say that. She is a writer who has created a 

world of her own – a world claustrophobic and irrational which we enter each time 

with a sense of personal danger…” (Graham Greene, ‘Introduction’ to The Snail-

Watcher, 1970).  
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Linda Stratmann 

Fact and/or Fiction? 

 

At first sight the disciplines of writing fiction and non-fiction would appear to be very 

different, and I am sometimes asked if they clash. The two actually have more 

similarities than differences, and where they do differ the contrast means they can 

refresh each other, so it is possible to write both in tandem.  

 In non-fiction I must make sense of what is often a contradictory jumble of 

information, research additional background detail, and analyse statements to decide 

who is truthful, lying or mistaken.  I propose sensible solutions to any mysteries that 

remain, both practical and psychological, and finally I write the book in a style that 

makes the train of events clear, and hopefully engages and entertains the reader. The 

thought processes involved in the analysis of facts and how they fit together and the 

examination of the psychology and motivation of individuals, which I apply to my 

nonfiction work are the same processes I use when devising a fiction plot. 

 Writing nonfiction has fed into and informed my fiction. It has given me the 

setting for my detective novels, and a way of creating a realistic environment for my 

characters.  Immersing myself in Victorian newspapers, letters and trial transcripts has 

given me a feel for how Victorian people in every walk of life actually spoke, and 

how they felt about and reacted to events and situations – a good shorthand court 

reporter was the 19
th
 century equivalent of audiotape. 

 Nonfiction and fiction have their own supreme pleasures. There is almost 

nothing as wonderful as the thrill of unearthing an archived paper which solves an 

age-old mystery.  Fiction enables me to create characters I can take on adventures.  

Both can involve twisty plots, high drama and springing surprises on the reader!   
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Uros Tomic (University of Belgrade) 

Guilty Sins of the Bourgeoisie: Ruth Rendell in French Cinema 

 

Her innovative authorial techniques and choices render Ruth Rendell a unique 

phenomenon in crime fiction, British as well as international. Aside from the series of 

crime novels featuring Inspector Reginald Wexford, Rendell is known for penning a 

number of stand-alone suspense novels which inventively illuminate psychological 

states of characters living on the edge of reason. Such a decision has enabled Rendell 

to delve much deeper into testing the permeability of genre boundaries, infusing her 

work with sharp and perceptive social commentary. 

 This paper intends to explore a curious and relatively recent phenomenon – 

the way Ruth Rendell's fiction has been appropriated through novel-to-film 

adaptation by notable French filmmakers to explore the social vicissitudes of the 

French bourgeoisie. Applying diverse elements of film adaptation studies and 

narratological approach to works by Claude Chabrol (La Cérémonie, 1995, based on 

A Judgement in Stone, 1977), and La demoiselle d'honneur, 2004, based on The 

Bridesmaid, 1989; Claude Miller, Betty Fisher et autres histories, 2001, based on The 

Tree of Hands, 1984; and Gilles Bourdos, Inquiétudes, 2003, based on A Sight for 

Sore Eyes) this paper strives to compare the texts of novels and films in terms of the 

following common key aspects: major themes, plot dynamics, symbolism of the 

depicted setting, and also the implied or explicit authorial social commentary. 

Additionally, the paper will attempt to shed light on the shared cultural paradigm that 

allows the transfer from words of a thoroughly British author to images of typically 

French filmmakers.   
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Maria Vara (Athens School of Fine Arts) 

Queens of Crime in “The Second Degree” 

 

Both crime and fiction can be assessed in terms of layers or degrees. In the grading of 

crimes “the second degree” is generally considered slightly less grave than the first, 

while in the grading of texts, according to Gérard Genette in Palimpsests: Literature in 

the Second Degree, it denotes an intertextual relationship with what has already been 

written. While women have been among the most prolific crime authors, crime fiction 

in “the second degree”, commonly called deconstructive, anti-detective, metaphysical, 

metafictional or analytic, in which texts self-consciously theorise about their own 

making, is still stereotypically considered to be a male-dominated territory. During the 

past two decades, when crime fiction became regional and multi-ethnic, the Greek 

progeny turned into a distinctive product that has begun to develop a tradition, albeit 

with the input of few women authors. 

 This paper focuses on two contemporary Greek crime novels in “the second 

degree”, written by women. Soti Triantafillou’s Kinezika Koutia. Tesseris Epoches tou 

Detective Malone (Chinese Boxes. Detective Malone’s Four Seasons), published in 

Greek in 2006, (translated in German in 2009 and in Italian in 2012), features the 

title’s private detective, resident in the Chinatown district of New York city in the late 

1980s, a character obsessed with horoscopes, Chinese herbal medicine and feng shui, 

who struggles with a disturbing series of murders, in a city which contains numerous 

irreconcilable cultures. In Argiro Mantoglou’s Lefki Revans (which translates as White 

Revenge and connotes an invalid one), published in 2012 only in Greek so far, the 

arch-criminal and male protagonist, Zinon Laos, is an anti-hero, a dense palimpsest, an 

automaton; references to Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness and The Secret Agent: A 

Simple Tale, Humphrey  Bogart, Robert  Mitchum and Frankenstein’s monster infest 

the narrative, while the reader is transposed from a riotous 2008 Athens to London, 

Lisbon and Southern France. Both novels more or less explicitly use the idea of 

Chinese nested boxes, which leaves no comfortable place for the readers to insert 

themselves into, because everything happens “in the second degree”, an apt narrative 

degree to host queries about the formation of gender and subjectivity in a 

contemporary urban context. 
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Smita Verghese 

What’s Cooking Today? Discovering the Recipe of Detective Fiction 

 

What is detective fiction? What does this exclusive term include? Who are the 

accepted writers of detective fiction and why? What does this particular fiction have 

that lets its writers claim for rightful passage into this special club? Does detective 

fiction differ from that which falls under fiction dealing with “mystery?” Is the 

dismissal of contemporary writers of “mystery” (considered to be “light hearted” 

writers, indulging in “light hearted” writing, further perceived to be “fluff”) into the 

larger umbrella of popular fiction writers valid? Does the category of detective fiction 

demand that the writing be exclusively about detective(s) with badges and carrying 

identification? 

What happens to those ‘mystery solvers’ who pursue other professions and 

solve mysteries by mere accident, chance, twist of fate, coincidence, and because s/he 

or they cannot avoid it? Is the category of detective fiction innocently demanding for 

Miss Marple to state her profession or for Enid Blyton to back off from this important 

genre because her “detectives” are children, toys, fairies, etc.? Effectively and towards 

the very end, is this attempt of forming a private and select set of writers of detective 

fiction, restricting and setting up boundaries within this very celebrated and popular 

genre?   

In an attempt to study the formation of categories and clicks, these questions 

seem crucial to pursue in order to understand an unstated code amongst readers of 

detective fiction belonging to the masses and academicians who insist on a strict 

maintenance of “standards.” In order to answer the questions raised above, this paper 

aims to locate two authors Diane Mott Davidson and Lilian Jackson Braun in the vast 

world of detective fiction. It would be important to note in the above context, that 

neither Goldy Schulz (the detective of Davidson’s series) nor James Qwilleran, KoKo 

and Yum-Yum (the “detectives” of Braun’s cat series) are self declared detectives by 

profession. Will these writers then be accepted amongst the famous detective fiction 

writers and be given a place in the detective fiction genre?  
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Margaret Wiedemann Hunt (University of Nottingham) 

Sayers's Work in Progress: ‘The Unsolved Puzzle of the Man With No Face’ 

 

Dorothy L. Sayers’s first collection of short stories, Lord Peter Views the Body (1928), 

was written at the same time as her introduction to the anthology Great Short Stories 

of Detection, Mystery and Horror: it is unsurprising, therefore, that Sayers’s own short 

stories evidence an experimental interest in the techniques of the genre. This paper 

will focus on the hermeneutic strategies of ‘The Unsolved Puzzle of the Man With No 

Face’, a story which, unusually in Sayers’s detective fiction, is not given forensic 

closure.  Competing theories about the identity of the murderer are presented as 

works of creative imagination on the part of journalists and their public, and even 

Wimsey himself advances his theory in the form of a fairytale narrative characterised 

by ‘what-if?’.  The work of the artist is a paradigm for the work of the detective, and 

the reader is left to decide which of the crime’s interpreters is the true artist, the 

person who sees the subject of the picture for what it is.  The story anticipates Sayers’s 

concern with the integrity of the artist both as a novelistic plot device and as a 

theoretical basis for her later work on aesthetics. 
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